
welfare, for example, based upon the race of potential beneficia-
ries), might FEBs simply constitute an explicit rationalization of
an implicitly automatic, valenced reaction? If so, then can we still
argue for the causal importance of FEBs?

Another point of concern I raise involves the proximate (and
domain-specific) nature of FEBs. Even granting the authors’
claim that these beliefs are causal drivers (as opposed to rationaliza-
tions), it is probably not surprising to find that people who believe
welfare presents perverse incentives are opposed to welfare.
Public-opinion scholars often seek to build broader models of
public opinion that transcend specific domains. Although some of
the exemplar FEBs seem to contradict each other, some common
threads do emerge – enough to raise the question of the relative
utility of studying these domain-specific beliefs as opposed to the
generalized perspectives. For example, suspicion of international
trade, beliefs about the nefariousness and laziness of immigrants,
and emporiophobia generally stem from distrust of outsiders – be
they commodity chains or people from other countries, or anony-
mous or impersonal traders. I fully grant that distrust of others
arises from an intuitive readiness forged by evolutionary adaptation.

Yet, some people are more distrusting than others. An evolu-
tionary psychology argument has a hard time explaining variability
across individuals. B&P define folk-economic beliefs as being
“widespread” – but how widespread do these beliefs need to be
to qualify as FEBs? And how can we understand heterogeneity
in ascription to such beliefs? How does an evolutionary psychology
story about how small-scale societies have prepared the human
mind to process in specific ways account for individual differences
in beliefs? B&P seem to fall on cultural transmission to do some
work here, but this explanation feels underdeveloped.

Finally, B&P state that their model “is emphatically not a norma-
tive proposal” (sect. 1.4, para. 1). That is, they do not intend for
their evolutionary cognitive model to prescribe the right (or
wrong) ways for ordinary people to understand economic pro-
cesses. Still, their model does raise normative questions concerning
the foundations for democratic governance: public opinion. It is no
stretch to characterize many of these FEBs as hard-hearted: encap-
sulating a zero-sum, conflict-laden, ingroup-oriented state of the
world. In many ways, the small-scale evolutionary societies that
have left their imprint on the human mind reflect Hobbes’ descrip-
tion of human life as “nasty, brutish, and short.” B&P’s argument
provides a framework for understanding why we succumb to the
darker side of human nature, guarding against potential intruders
and protecting ingroups from contamination, and, at the same
time, for understanding why it can be so difficult for politics and
political elites to appeal to the better angels of our nature.

B&P’s article provides one framework for understanding the
challenges confronting political messages that entreat abstract
values such as egalitarianism, diversity, and tolerance. These
frames, it would seem, do not as easily resonate with our intuitive
cognitive systems – it takes cognitive effort and intentionality to
process and apply them. Politics, as “a sideshow in the great
circus of life” (Dahl 1961, p. 305), is often interpreted by the auto-
matic, unreflexive mind. Moreover, the electoral temptations to
appeal to the intuitive cognitive infrastructure of the insular,
small-scale societies of our past have, if anything, become even
more prominent and pernicious in contemporary political life.

Broadening the role of “self-interest” in
folk-economic beliefs1
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Abstract:We extend Boyer & Petersen’s (B&P’s) model of folk-economic
beliefs (FEBs) by suggesting FEBs serve self-interest (broadly defined),
which includes indirect benefits such as creating alliances, advancing
self-beneficial ideologies, and signaling one’s traits. By expanding the
definition of self-interest, the model can predict who will hold what
FEBs, which FEBs will propagate, when they will change, why, and in
which direction.

Boyer & Petersen (B&P) present an excellent model arguing that
folk-economic beliefs (FEBs) are a product of automatic infer-
ence systems, which evolved in ancestral small-scale societies.
However, their model is currently unclear: Are FEBs only (mis)
applications of social exchange heuristics into the evolutionarily
novel domain of macroeconomics, or are they self-interested
under a broader concept of self-interest? Here we supplement
B&P’s model by expanding the definition of self-interest to
include indirect benefits, and advance novel specific predictions
about who will hold which FEBs, and when.

In the target article, the definition of self-interest is limited to
direct material benefits and excludes implicitly self-interested
actions, such as signaling (Higham 2014), competitive altruism
(Barclay & Willer 2007), conformity (Cialdini & Goldstein
2004), and helping allies (Weeden & Kurzban 2014). This limits
the predictive power of the model by making it too general to
predict which FEBs each individual will hold. Moreover, the
model also misses the opportunity to use self-interest to predict
why certain FEBs prevail over others.

We propose that FEBs will not only map onto the existing social
exchange mechanisms, but also reflect the interests of the individ-
ual. Specifically, we predict that individuals will hold FEBs that
are aligned with their perceived interests – broadly defined – and
will promote FEBs that (a) create beneficial alliances (see
DeScioli & Kurzban 2013) or signal one’s group membership
(as discussed in the target article); (b) increase one’s competitive-
ness in a biological market, where individuals differ in “partner
quality” and compete for access to desirable partners (see
Barclay 2013; 2016); and (c) benefit a large or influential group
of people.

People hold beliefs and act in ways they perceive will benefit
themselves (see DeScioli et al. 2014; Petersen et al. 2013),
which can vary according to circumstances (DeScioli et al. 2014;
Petersen et al. 2014; self-serving justifications: Shalvi et al. 2015;
error management theory: Galperin &Haselton 2013). Longitudi-
nal studies show that redistributive preferences (e.g., “govern-
ment should reduce income disparity”) change when individuals
face difficult times, such as unemployment, in the direction
aligned with their interest (DeScioli et al. 2014; Owens &
Pedulla 2014; Naumann et al. 2015). Moreover, the perceived
benefits may not accurately map onto actual benefits, especially
when individuals are manipulated by others. We propose that
FEBs function in a similar way, and vary according to perceived
benefits and costs, thus leading to an occasional mismatch
between one’s interest as predicted by macroeconomics and
one’s FEB.

Some FEBs can have significant coalitional value, and will be
expressed most often to individuals with similar interests in order
to make alliances and promote changes (or the status quo) based
on shared, mutually favorable goals. Championing an FEB can
rally alliances, coordinate condemnation of undesirable behaviors,
and convince others to act in a way consistent with one’s own inter-
ests. As in moral condemnation (DeScioli & Kurzban 2013), pub-
licly signaling support for an FEB can promote bystanders to
take sides. For example, individuals who perceive they will be
harmed by markets will favor the “markets are bad” FEB, and
the “price regulation has the intended effect” belief will be held
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by those unable to compete in unregulated markets and conse-
quently benefit the most from price regulations. Moreover, believ-
ing that “immigrants steal jobs” will be more likely when one is
unsuccessfully competing for the same type of jobs, and the
“labor as the source of value” FEB should be held most often by
those for whom labor is the primary source of income (e.g., those
in low-paying, highly demanding jobs).

In terms of partner choice and biological markets, individuals
should promote their interests by selectively adopting FEBs
which enhance their market value or advertise desirable traits,
while rejecting FEBs that decrease their market value. By
analogy, individuals’ Big Five personality traits are correlated
with their values – one’s values (and beliefs) can be used to
justify or extol one’s traits (Roccas et al. 2002). With FEBs, the
“immigrants steal jobs” FEB should be least common among indi-
viduals who want to signal their competitiveness on the job
market; the “profit motive is detrimental” FEB should be most
common in contexts where it is beneficial for people to be per-
ceived as prosocial or genuinely concerned for others’ welfare,
as it will increase their value as a partner (e.g., Barclay 2013);
and the “social welfare programs are abused by scroungers”
FEB should be most prevalent among job-holders who want to
signal that they are hard workers. Furthermore, which FEBs
are expressed should depend on who the audience is and what
their interests are: For example, the “immigrants steal jobs” or
the “immigrants abuse welfare” FEBs should be experienced
less often when on a date with an attractive immigrant; the
“labor as the source of value” FEB should be expressed more
often when befriending a laborer; and the “international trade
has negative effects” FEB is more likely to be imparted in the
company of fellow patriots.

Why do some beliefs become FEBs, while others do not? Those
that take hold are likely beneficial for the individual and beneficial
to a large or influential group who propagate it, because they also
perceive that belief to benefit them. For example, if only a small
group of low-status laborers thought “labor is the source of value,”
that wouldn’t become a widely held FEB even if it mapped onto
social exchange mechanisms. Beliefs will become FEBs only if
there are interested parties to champion them and interested
audiences to propagate them.

In this commentary, we add to B&P’s model and make predic-
tions about which FEBs individuals will support based on their
perceived interests and their audience. If FEBs were solely a
reflection of social exchange heuristics, we wouldn’t expect
them to systematically vary in these ways. This view is consistent
with the characteristics of FEBs listed by the authors, such that
they are unstable and can change rapidly, between and within
individuals. Furthermore, we predict which FEBs will propagate,
when they will change, why, and in which direction: towards self-
interest, broadly defined.

NOTE
1. Mia Karabegovic ́ and Amanda Rotella contributed equally to the

preparation of this commentary.
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Abstract: Thought about abstract concepts is grounded in more concrete
physical experiences. Applying this grounded cognition perspective to
Boyer & Petersen’s (B&P’s) folk-economic beliefs, we highlight its
implications for the activation, application, cultural acceptance, and
context sensitivity of folk-economic beliefs.

Boyer & Petersen (B&P) analyze folk-economic beliefs (FEBs)
“by considering the environment in which many, if not most,
human cognitive mechanisms evolved” (sect. 1.1, para. 2) and
suggest that the cultural acceptance of FEBs is subject to “the
influence of specialized, largely automatic inference systems that
evolved as adaptations to ancestral human small-scale sociality”
(target article Abstract). Complementing this perspective, we
note that people interact with the world through their body and
experience it through their senses. Higher mental processes are
grounded in these basic experiences (Barsalou 2008), and their
role in abstract thought is reflected in the metaphorical expres-
sions people use in common parlance (Lakoff & Johnson 1999;
Landau 2017; Landau et al. 2014; Lee 2016; Lee & Schwarz
2014). The grounding of FEBs in basic physical experiences
that are concrete, easy to process, and common to all further facil-
itates their communication and acceptance. A grounded perspec-
tive is compatible with B&P’s analysis and observations and
predicts additional psychological properties regarding the online
activation and application of FEBs in daily life. (See Table 1).
B&P argue that “[people] make up their attitudes and beliefs ‘on

the spot,’ by retrieving relevant cultural representations, and […]
activating the relevant intuitive inference systems” (sect. 6.2,
para. 3). Because mental processing is grounded in physical experi-
ence, situational changes in physical experience can influence the
construction of attitudes and beliefs in a highly context-sensitive
manner (Schwarz & Lee, in press). For example, reflecting a
close link between physical and social warmth (Bargh & Shalev
2012), people perceive the physical environment as colder when
they are socially rejected (Zhong & Leonardelli 2008); conversely,
they feel closer to others (IJzerman & Semin 2009) and treat
them more favorably (Williams & Bargh 2008) when the physical
environment is warm. Similarly, FEBs can be activated by inciden-
tal physical experiences. For example, temporary hunger affects
welfare attitudes and people are more supportive of providing for
the needs of the population before than after lunch, an effect medi-
ated by subjective feelings of hunger (Petersen et al. 2014). Mes-
sages framed in ways that match the applicable metaphor are
more persuasive (Cian et al. 2015).
B&P assume that “prior psychological assumptions and expecta-

tionsmake certain representations easier to acquire, store, and com-
municate than others” and that “an ‘attraction’ process… results in
the spread of highly particular mental representations” (sect. 3.4,
para. 2). From a grounded perspective, the intuitive, easily pro-
cessed, and culturally shared nature of FEBs results from shared
experience with the same physical world. Because basic physical
experiences (e.g., balance, force, temperature) are common to all,
the corresponding FEBs are accessible to all. Nevertheless, individ-
uals differ in how frequently they have specific physical experiences
and how strongly they react to them (e.g., anxiously attached people
react to cues of physical warmth more strongly than securely
attached people do; Fay & Maner 2012). Such differences may
moderate the likelihood and strength of endorsing a related FEB.
For this reason, FEBs that are grounded in the most perceptually
intense and functionally important physical experiences shared by
everyone (e.g., food, temperature) should be the most compelling
at the population level, influential for collective judgments and deci-
sions, and successful within and across cultures (cf. Akpinar &
Berger 2015; Lee & Schwarz 2012; Lee et al. 2015).
Because basic physical experiences involve simple relations of

cause and effect, the corresponding FEBs exhibit simple, one-
step, two- or few-agents causal relations rather than complex,
multi-step systems of causality. For example, the grounding of
international trade in physical balance renders it a zero-sum
game because in physical balance, when one side increases, the
other side decreases. Beliefs like FEB 1 reflect that people
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